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No. 52

YE ED was very happily surprised at the response of the membership to the
questionnaire in the last issue of the PROBE. It brought to our attention something
we tend to overlook - quality rather than quantity should be our goal. Returns
started coming in within a couple of days and are continuing to come in, but I warned
you not to let them sit on your desk as I wanted to report on them in the next issue.
I will add the comments coming in after this is printed in a guide to the Executive
Board for its meeting in North Carolina next September.
The questionnaire clearly indicated that YE ED is an amateur when it comes to being
the "man on the street".
When I started counting, I quickly found it should have
been a simple "yes", "no", or "maybe" instead of 5 choices so my counting ended up
lumped into "approve", "disapprove", or "neutral". I apologize to those who sweated
out a decision as to the degree of support they wanted to give to any item.
Also the question about increasing financial support to be more effective politically
was stupid.
It would take a lot more money than could be raised by either method to
effectively lobby. But be that as it may we are gratified by the financial support
the majority of you offered.
I also needed to make it a little easier to identify
where you were coming from.
So few answered the question on status that it was
useless for statistical analysis.
The results of the poll are given below in percentages of checked responses (some did
not vote on all the questions) followed by the number responding to that question.
These are followed by quotes from most of those kind enough to take the time to add
their comments to the questionnaire.
The comments have been pruned slightly, but
hopefully express the thoughts of the writer. I tried to conceal the identification
of individuals even when signed. The comments have been printed in random order.
Again, I am most gratified by the quick returns as these represent 38% of the mailing
list which is a phenomenal response to a questionnaire:
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Question
1.
2.
3.
A.
B.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Does NADCA serve a useful purpose?
Should be more active politically?
If so, how to get more money:
increase dues $5-15?
by special assessments?
Should ADC transfer to USDA?
Should ADC transfer to States?
Should ADC remain in Interior?
Are opinion surveys needed?
Improve PROBE by articles on:
literature abstracts on ADC?
field experiences on ADC?
ADC legislation?
anti-ADC organizations?
personnel shifts in FWS & States?
technical articles?
off-beat items?
elimination of 'humorous' inserts?

- 1 Approve

No. 52
Disapprove

Neutral

Number

98%
82%

0%
1%

2%
17%

133
133

85%
61%
71%
10%
16%
66%

3%
16%
14%
69%
61%
5%

12%
23%
15%
21%
23%
29%

127
118
130
133
128
131

80%
88%
89%
61%
47%
60%
40%
16%

4%
2%
0%
8%
5%
7%
14%
59%

16%

127
126
126
131
124
132
127
130

. 10%

11%
31%

47%
33%

46%
25%

1. From the respondents we got overwhelming support for NADCA.
"NADCA is serving a strong purpose in the profession of Vertebrate Pest Management.
The officers & Directors have done an excellent job with the organization through
trying times and the infancy of NADCA. We are our own worst enemies in having failed
to support our organization and officers. It would be a considerable loss if NADCA
ceased to exist. I am personally willing to contribute considerably more in dues and
assessments so that the organization can achieve its objectives. Am willing to
contribute my personal time where it would be useful. Hang in there, Fitz, we do
need you and appreciate your talents and efforts."
"I think the PROBE's necessary and mostly a voluntary effort on your part. I'll help
financially to strengthen it and try to aid in the contribution of information. Keep
up the hard work."
2. We got almost as good support for NADCA becoming more active politically.
"I would question getting into politics beyond some direct lobbying." (I think I
chose an unfortunate term - I had in mind only bringing ADC problems to the attention
of Congress and attempting to form public opinion in support of ADC. I certainly
didn't plan on getting involved in local or national politics.)
3A.
There was gratifying support for increasing the dues, if necessary, another $5.
This will not happen unless the Board passes on it in September.
3B.
There was a little less support for raising the money by special assessments,
but still a majority.
This is not a fair way to go in any event and would not be
considered by the Board.
These should have been considered as one question. The voting supports the
position of the Board (which is not unanimous either) that ADC should be in
Agriculture.
The choice of putting it in the States is slightly less popular than
leaving it in Interior.
"I like your newsletter as it has news from all parts of the country and people who
are interested in animal control. If we could only get the coyote numbers down, we
in the sheep business could show a little more profit. We in Washington State were
taken out of Federal hands and put in State hands which I believe was a terrible
event.
Our losses really went up with new personnel who had no liking or interest in
their work, only their pay check."
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"ADC would be lost in Agriculture among other economic issues. Interior should
accept its responsibility on ADC."
"I would like to see ADC go to USDA as it has very few backers in USFWS. We have
always been considered low-life by other divisions and it's not improving."
11
We in the Wool Growers and National Farm Bureau strongly support the transfer of
ADC to USDA. Many advantages can be had by the move. This needs a strong political
stand."
"I would approve of the switch to Agric. as long as we weren't the first to get our
budget axed (agric. - 15% in '86). I feel the Ag Dept would put more money into
useful research and more effort into keeping and legalizing our present methods. I
won't miss that awful USFWS newsletter."
"In regard to #5, I don't think ADC should be turned to the states even though I work
for one.
Most states wouldn't have the interest or concern to conduct as good a
program as we have in this State. I also think the continuity in policy, objectives,
goals, etc. that a federal program ensures is important. I hope that by December you
will be convinced how much NADCA is needed and will be able to turn the table around
on the decision to disband.
I have enjoyed the PROBE very much since the Genesis
edition in Sept. 1939. I hope you can continue."
"ADC transferred from Interior to Agriculture would be fine if it would be properly
funded."
7.
Only a slight majority are in favor of this type of poll, though few object to
it.
I personally am pleased with the results as I have been winging it all these
years with my own editorial prejudices.
This expression from the membership is
welcome guidance.
I promise not to overdo it, however. The next ones will be
shorter, better planned, and on stamped return post cards.
8A-H.
The only ones really in trouble were "personnel shifts", "off-beat items", and
"humorous inserts".
E. In defense of personnel shifts, the majority of members
USFWS and we like to keep in touch. As I think most of
understandably non-USFWS, all I can ask is you bear with us in
"I am happy with the PROBE the way it is. I know it's a lot
appreciate the membership lists and addresses."

are associated with the
the negative votes were
this matter.
of extra work, but I do

G. I hope "off-beat items" scored poorly because you weren't sure what I meant. An
example is "BEASTLY ORDEAL" in this issue. I think they are fun and will use any I
can find. So there !
H. The low score on "humorous inserts" I hope was also a misunderstanding as this was
a reverse question which is not good polling technique. I know that some of you feel
it does detract from a "professional" approach, but I am a firm believer in trying to
make informative material more palatable to read by adding 'humor'. Fortunately,
enough of you agree with my philosophy so the rest of you will just have to skip the
one-liners.
"Mimimize 'humorous inserts' so that they don't set the tone for the entire PROBE."
"Keep the humor. A little levity is essential to cope with living in this 'serious'
world.
Those who don't like the humor can skip over it. Why deprive those of us who
enjoy it?"
"Keep the 'humor'. First thing I read."
"Keep the little jokes - helps brighten my day."
"Keep the 'humor'.
In this job if you can't laugh you would cry. Send some more
applications and I'll get them out to the rest of the ADCs in the State."
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GENERAL COMMENTS
"Why fix something that isn't broken ? The problem with NADCA membership is not the
PROBE but rather the people in the ADC community. Some are cheap, some are lazy,
some are worthless, but I think most are either uninformed or procrastinators. I
think President Rost's statement Will spur the gogetters to educate (either with pen
or foot) those who are riding along assuming the association is in great shape."
"We have an on-going battle with environmentalists and Humane Society here in
Colorado. Your timely articles have provided references and background material that
strongly support our fight. Articles of technical nature and specifically proposed
legislation is invaluable."
"We look to NADCA for possible new products and consider the PROBE the main
communication tool for transmission on ADC."
"I would really miss the PROBE. I can't believe all ADC people aren't subscribers.
It sure beats hell out of reading all about 'refuge' personnel and the 'big shots' in
the USFWS newsletter. I have to think if ADC trappers were aware of this publication
they would have to subscribe.
How else can you keep track of address and phone
numbers of old friends in the Service. There may be a need for 'attitude adjustment'
in ADC personnel.
There must be some real 'cheap skates' or they don't care what's
going on around them."
"Enjoy the PROBE and appreciate the work you people do. If you sent maybe two new
member application cards to each member it might help out." (I did this last
September with apparently little effect.)
"I think you are doing an outstanding job. Please keep up the good work and do not
discontinue NADCA."
"Please continue the PROBE as it is our best source of information to keep us abreast
of changes in laws and regulations pertaining to our occupation."
"I enjoy reading the PROBE. I look forward to reading it every month. You tell it
like it is, keep up the good work."
"Hate to hear you might discontinue the organization ! Give us the option to pay
more dues.
Have a fund raising auction or party. We need you - and love your sense
of humor and good fun. Those of you who stay 'with it' are jewels - irreplaceable magnificent !
I think we all share your frustration in dealing with bureaucracy and
the mercenaries who parade before the so-called animal lovers ! Stay with it if you
can."
"Would like more information on decisions which take place such as you mentioned in
the last PROBE i.e., Watt was going to approve killing of golden eagles until exposed
by Defenders and forced to withdraw, Indians not prosecuted for killing bald eagles,
etc.
The gossip circle among the state supervisors and regional personnel get this
information but it doesn't filter down the ladder."
"The ADC program would be hurt very badly if NADCA was canceled. If more funds are
required to keep it alive, please raise the dues. True supporters will gladly pay
them. Keep up the good work...please."
"Hope we can keep this informative little paper alive. Will shake the treetops in my
neck of the woods and see if maybe a live one might fall out."
"Hope NADCA does not fold. The newsletter is our only communication with the other
side of the picture. The media has low credibility (witness the libel suits)".
"1. We have problems with people being moved in a normal transfer, but strenuously
object to closing offices and trying to centralize operations as happened in Region
IV in 1983. 2. We feel that it really doesn't matter what Dept. we're in. ADC
(killing of critters) is not a very popular item, and any agency, when the public
disapproves, will try to disassociate its self and keep a low profile. We just have
to keep plugging away even though the outlook is distasteful to some people."
"To me, the fact that NADCA just might help save my employment is very much worth the
small fee that I pay."
"Most certainly there has never been a time more important for all ADC-types to join
forces for mutual support. On a national basis we all need each other and NADCA is
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the only organization that exists in this context to help. United we have a small
chance. Divided we have none. Thanks for your efforts supporting ADC research."
"I appreciate the work done by you folks in NADCA. Without you, four offices in
Region IV would have closed last year. The FWS needs NADCA to serve as a watchdog
over the ADC program and each of us need this as well. I have mixed feelings about
the transfer to USDA. If done, I think our on-going problems will continue simply as
a necessary part of big government. We'll still have to fight for what we know is
right."
"I've been working on animal damage all my life and strongly support the ADC program.
I was raised with the livestock industry and watched the predator problem grow with
the DUMMIES OF WILDLIFE. I believe in proper management, but haven't been seeing it."
"I am sorry to hear the outfit will fold. I feel it has served a useful purpose.
Considering the financial background as related to the "antis", what can we expect ?"
"The PROBE alone is worth twice the price, but x2 will give you (us) more to do.
'Speaking of the Defenders'...in #51 ain't all that bad as excerpted and can be
countered by the same procedures. In the majority I remain neutral. As with most
things there are times to stomp, yell, and scream."
"I like the PROBE just the way it is. We cannot expect it to be or become a primary
source for any of the items listed. It does an excellent job of keeping us informed
on all these areas - including humor !"

SOME EXCELLENT SUGGESTIONS
"I prefer to see NADCA evolve as a professional rather than an activist organization.
However, specific comments/testimony/position statements can be useful and effective
if professional credibility can be maintained. Detailed guidance might be sought by
more questionnaires."
"Continue to encourage 'write-ins'."
"Liaison with Coop. Wildlife Research Units,"
"As Mr. Fennessy suggested - some more of the DFAs may sign up if you sent them a
copy of the PROBE and an application form."
"Appoint 'correspondents' in agencies and research labs."
"Emphasize other than coyote issues." (I personally am more familiar with birds and
rodents, but I can only print what the field sends me.)
"NADCA will continue to plod along with great 'Ideals' and no viable forum for their
expression until some , BIG bucks show up. Although counter to my thinking it seems
that a professional fund raising job is the only way to get $ enough to get attention
of Congress and the bureaucracy. George, Homer, or any of the rest of us ADC types
will appear to be 'hacks' who rerun an old record and wear out the listener. To be
even mildly effective there needs be enough $ to employ a good lobby lawyer and that
ain't easy to find or pay for. Until something like that happens, I intend to enjoy
the PROBE and NADCA for the continuing information and social values received through
the only contact I have with a program I served for 23 years."
"Immediate reports of officer's meetings." (Have done this but we haven't been able
to afford many.)
"Seems to me that Supervisors could assist more in promoting NADCA."
"I think
taht opinion of members is more positive than you think (I think). NADCA
leaders should set the stage for action by members, e.g., USDI transfer to USDA:
should tell what to write and whom to write it. Copies of letters and reply should
be sent to NADCA coordinators."
"I would like to see application forms sent out to all members so we could actively
participate in signing up new members. I would definitely like to see an aggressive
public awareness effort made by NADCA. For instance, bumper stickers or articles in
magazines read by hunters or interested groups such as the NRA magazine or OUTDOOR
LIFE.
Bumper stickers could say, "Support ADC for professional wildlife management."
Could generate some funds with bumper stickers, caps, patches, or whatever. I would
like to see local NADCA meetings for each state at least once a year where members
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could vote on direction and activity of the organization. I hate to see NADCA
dissolved."
"I know all NADCA officers serve without pay and are strictly volunteers. However,
does the Assn. receive the full benefit from these knowledgable folks ? In other
words is NADCA using these good folks effectively ?
I'd be interested in the
officers' activities in support of NADCA goals and issues. I know the membership
must keep them more fully informed. We are all at fault here."
"We might learn from the NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION which has been pretty successful,
but which not long ago found legislators were being badgered by people claiming to
represent NRA as a whole but whose motives were undermining our most important
policies !
Suggest appointing 3 man finance committee to buy or borrow the book
listing current foundations and giving tips on grant applications." (He included a
clipping on the MacArthur Foundation which gives away $80 million annually. This
would seem to be an excellent potential.)
"We need to see some of you fellows at the Hunters' Conferences. I think it would
help get more active members which you need and talking to the officers would help.
A lot of our men have never seen or met any of you. We older fellows know all of
you, but we need the new fellows to join up."
"Give us political activity reports."
"I realize the chore it is for you to put this together 10 times a year. Why not use
the collective 'persuasiveness' of the Board to coerce a couple of members into
writing regular columns, such as Major Bodicker does for THE TRAPPER ? Something
regular from a coyote fieldman and a PCO on other ADC problems. We have a lot of top
rate field people like Mike Hoggan who might be able to incorporate all those good
ideas into a regular article. Rick Phillips is another that might be interested as
he has written at least one excellent article for THE TRAPPER. As for the general
membership, we need to work hard on some key individuals both inside and outside of
the profession.
We have people in the profession that don't belong because of petty
'chips-on-the-shoulder" that could be overcome with the right effort. And somehow
we've got to get through to our cooperators that we need more support."
"Need more LETTERS TO YE ED."
"Creation of a sourcebook of proven ADC materials and supplies. This would be field
experiences with current methods/tools compiled and sold each year in a looseleaf
notebook form.
Also negotiate an agreement with a university library that has an
extensive technical literature collection to provide at cost photocopies of articles
of interest to members who do not have ready access to these materials." (My first
reaction was that the Nebraska PREVENTION & CONTROL OF WILDLIFE DAMAGE would be a
hard book to beat but this has real potential as a supplement to that volume.)
"More emphasis on eastern activities and happenings." (I've said it before, "please
send me articles and I'll print them.)

CRITICAL COMMENTS
Any ADC type knows you can't please everybody, but YE ED was shocked at the little
criticism he received.
He is not accustomed to that and is waiting for the other
shoe to drop. The most extensive comment was:
"I think that more understanding of protectionists philosophy and values is needed
(key is 'understanding'; I did not say 'accepting')
The tendency to ridicule
detracts from such understanding. While I seldom agree with many of them, I respect
their right to their own values and understandings. It is also a cinch that we will
not convert any of them to our values and understandings if all we do is deplore
theirs.
Guess I can look amongst 'ourselves' and still see a few antiquated notions
and illogical thought patterns. (Did you ever try to set a trap following all the
advice of two or more trappers ? ) "
Other comments included - "Elimination of derogatory comments on folks who don't
agree
with
or
understand
ADC issues; opinionated comments; unsubstantiated
statements; less sarcasm; don't delete but suggest toning down references to antis;
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believe PROBE dwells too much on the antis .
• . , , , . D . ,, „ , ,,
My defense, *uch as it is, Is that the laslc philosophy of the Anumal fUghts (the
lunatic fringe of the 'antls') group Is conUcuiy to natural laws. I don t want to le
forced Into lelng a vegetarian which Is thelsi ultimate goal. As I /eel the prU^,C'L
(and mayle even tome of you) doe* not undeyutand the serious economic and health
results If their philosophy prevails, I intend to kee.p on my soaplox a* long at *t
hold* up my Ill-gotten fat.

Regarding my vindictive nature, aftesi 33 years of Luting my tongue (not always in
time, however) it is a pleasure to go to the extreme.. Basically, I'm a conservative
'middle-of-the.-/ioad' pesison aJUe to see loth sides of most evesiythjjig. But afte
listening to all the Llased tnlpe. put out ly the protectionists it is heaJit-wasurung
to lecome an ejcbiemlst foi the othesi side, you should realize, that my outpou/ungs
OSUL personal as the Board would sometimes prefer to disassociate themselves from my
ilg mouth, iut there is no uxiy I can get a newsletter out regulanly and go through
any semJUance of channels. So I would like to paraphrase a letter Editor than I:
"Since the dawn of civilization, when man fUst realized that lelng hit with a few
words was generally less painful than lelng hit with a clul, sarcasim has leen a
socially acceptxtlte way to vent one's anger or indignation. Trom the. leginning, one
of the cardinal rules has l&en that, no matter how funny the rest of as find it, If
your victim, laughs you have failed mlsejiaJLly."
This report certainly took considerably more time and space than I had intended, Iut
when I started I had to finish in appreciation of all your efforts.
Please make
your own analysis of what should Id done to NADCA and write to your Regional Director
M01 [E_ to express your views so he will have them for the. fall Board meeting.
Reg.I: Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and Uashington.
UUlard £. Nelson. 13900 SU 102 St., Tigard, OR 97223
Rag.II: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah.
As Pinkfladdenwill le on the road all summer send these to him c/o LjtL CD.
Reg.III: Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.
Norton R.ftinejL.11b Seventh Ave., Laurel, H7 59044
Reg.IV: Arkansas, Loulsana, Oklahoma, and lex.as.
Clilton Caroline,, 118ttlghvlewDrive, San Antonio, IX 78228
Reg.V: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nelraska,
North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin,
Uesleu R. loneSj Rt. #1, Box 37, Shell Lake, UI 54871 .
Re.g. VI: Alalama, Delaware., District of Columlla, Tlorlda, Qeorgla, Kentucky,
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, 7ennesse, Virginia, and West
Virginia.
lohn C. Zones, 5810 Nam.aka.gan Rd., Bethesda, MD 20816
Reg. VII: Connecticut, Maine., Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New {Jork,
Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Rhode. Island, Vermont, and Virgin Islands.
Dr. Donald A, Spencer, 13508 Sherwood forest Terrace Drive, Silver Spring, MD 20904
I'm tired typing this up Iut fortunately the rest of the Letter was set up &J2,fore I
started abstracting the questionnaire so enjoy what follows.
"Now it all comes lack, " said the skunk whe.n the wind changed.
A bill has been introduced in Congress (HR 1000) to help farmers in debt to the
Farmers Home Administration, and incidently improve wildlife habitat. This bill
would authorize Agriculture to acquire long-term easements (at least 50 years) for
public use of farmers' marginal land for 'conservation, hunting, recreational, and
wildlife purposes.' The easements would be obtained from delinquent FHA borrowers
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who are farming marginal land.
In exchange for turning over their land to the
government for public use, farmers would be allowed to "write down" their debts with
the Administration at the appraised value. That would leave the farmer with his most
productive land in use and a lower debt. Many marginal acres would be retired,
wildlife
habitat would be improved, and recreational opportunitiess would be
increased.
Thanx to OUTDOOR CONSERVATION NEWSLETTER, 2/22/85 (Sounds good, but why
do I have to be so cynical and feel that in actual practice it will prove just
another boondoggle ?)
New Mexico state legislature is considering a bill (H.R. 503) that would create a
fund to be used to compensate individuals for damage to property caused by wildlife.
This wildlife damage fund would be funded mainly from revenues of the State Game &
Fish
Department.
However, the bill apparently got lost in the rinkey-dink
legislature we had this year.
You can lead a man to Congress, but you can't make him think.

Skipping through THE TRAPPER (Dec. 84, p. 14), YE ED came across a familiar name in
association with Doyle Gardner, President of the Oklahoma Trapper's Association who
died of a heart attack, "...he (Gardner) was laughing with some of the trappers who
were still there.
Then he gritted his teeth and fell to the ground...Monte Dodson
used CPR on him until the ambulance arrived...." but he was dead on arrival. Just
want to illustrate that we should all know some basic survival skills because you
never know when you'll be called upon.

So dot

Secu/hit y J^> a Ay4tern that guciA.cuute.eA you s>te.ak aJLLeji youn. teeth cube. gone..
(QfflDE&L

William Faust stopped at a rural canyon construction site in California to go to the
bathroom.
He fell into a 35-foot cesspool and spent 13 hours fighting off a nasty
gopher who fell in with him.
The sheriff's office said Faust had stopped at the
construction site in Topanga Canyon at 6 PM Sunday when he noticed the plywood
covering one of three pits. He kicked it and fell down in the pit. A construction
worker arriving on the job Monday heard his cries for help and got the rescue squad
to pull him out with ropes about 7 AM. This is one instance where I doubt if he came
out smelling like a rose. Thanx to Ann Fitzwater ALBUQUERQUE TRIBUNE 1/23/85.

Ua.4hJjigton -u> a city tohejie haJL/. the. pe.op-te toa-lt to (Le dl^co vested and the. othesi hat/,
ajie. apiauid. the.y IOJJI. Le.

M I S I l i COYOTE ESFIERT
A bill to permit farmers to kill coyotes on their land year around was approved by
the Indiana House Agriculture Committee recently despite the objections of Erich
Klinghammer, a Purdue "animal researcher." Klinghammer claims that farmers aren't
smart enough to catch coyotes. The only way to protect animals from coyotes is by
trapping troublesome individuals.
"Because they are territorial animals, other
coyotes will not move in where another has been. Trapping only the problem animals
can keep livestock safe for up to 10 years." He suggests the "Kansas" system where a
trained hunter is sent out to catch problem coyotes, but farmers claim this would
get entangled in red tape while the coyotes continued killing. Needless to say
Audubon Society and Hoosier Environmental Council warned about setting an open season
on coyotes. Thanx to Frances Polston LAFAYETTE JOURNAL & COURIER 3/85

The easiest

oav to aet vid o~? temptation

i.ih.en you've awav

~r-om ho^e is to aive t-n to ii
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Tom Nicholls and Dick Wetzel sent me flyers by the INTERNATIONAL FUR TRADE FEDERATION
from Denmark.
The problem with Animal Liberation groups in Europe is becoming very
serious.
Greenpeace is going into a publicity blitz with posters, 'celebrity1
personalities (Mary Tyler Moore - "The animal is not killed - it is tortured to
death."), and 'fact' sheets ("for each wild animal killed for the fur trade, it is
estimated that at least two other animals are killed and discarded. These animals
are described as 'trash' animals by the fur trade and include endangered species and
even domestic pets.").
lalk IA cheap ! Do you. know whcrf. one 4&A4lon o/

MME UMSk SffTT
Studies at the University of Wyoming-Laramie in a llama-lamb-coyote society indicated
that the llamas may be able to help prevent depredation under pen situations but
probably not under extensive range conditions. In one case a male llama prevented
predation on two 60-pound lambs in a 40x80 foot pen with two killer coyotes that were
not fed for 18 days. In a similar situation with another male llama, one lamb was
killed after 7 days, but the other was not harmed after 28 days in the pen.
The llama that was most effective was moved to an experimental range where coyotes
had killed 14 lambs in 3 weeks. While no lambs were killed the first month, 10 were
killed after that by coyotes though the llama was still in the pasture with them.
Observations indicated that the llamas had no fear of coyotes or dogs and no
observations were made of coyotes attacking the llamas. They concluded that llamas
are not a permanent solution to predation problems and there are definite differences
between individuals.
They felt the effectiveness was dependent upon whether the
sheep stay near the llama or vice versa. THE BULL SHEET (Wyoming Agric. Dept.) 2/85
It's getting harder and harder to support the government in th style to which it has
become accustomed.
1EM FACES
Well not all are new
DIRECTORY was published:

but

these

are

the

folks who have joined NADCA since the

Abraham, George R. (FWS) 345 Magnolia Wood, Baton Rouge, LA 70808
Althaff, Bom (SOP) McKimzie, 1340 lerr A T C , Lamcaser, OH 43130
Broun, Qnarles S. (EWS) 8812 Bark Ridge Dr., (Oklahoma City, <DK 73132
Cadieux, Charles L. (R-FWS) 8209 Harwood NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110
QbogDtanL, Zay S. (C) Victorl© lanndh, HacMtai, BDfi 88040
Hanson, Kim (FWS) 584-1/2 Clifton Way, Grand Junction, CO 81504
Hawthorne, Donald W. (FWS) 13711 Wood Point Drive, San Antonio,TX 78231
Killen, John (FWS) Box 167, Angela, MT 58312
Knote, Charles E. (PCO) CAPE-KIL, 33 N. Frederick, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
Larson, Gary (FWS) 1410 S. Richardson, Roswell, NM 88201
Mendoza, Martin, Jr. (UN) 6027 Ridge Glade, San Antonio, TX 78250
Mix, Jerry (POO) PEST OMTSOL,7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, CH 44130
PtodBDenmyj, Jeaan (wife ©f Kem}
fftodbormy, lenmetln 1- ( W S ) Box 453, Mgewood, HM 87015
Wbodrow, Mark (SDJP) McKimzie, 1340 Kerr Ave.8 Lanncastter, CM 4313®

A taimavsv is one who doesn't have to take a Civil fsrvice exojv to work ~ov the oovervm.en
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R.H. "Easy" Banks died in Illinois at the age of 74 from a heart attack. He had been
a mainstay in office administation in the FWS District Office in W. Lafayette,
Indiana, since time immemorial. Most of his service time was under G.C.Oderkirk and
between them they pioneered animal damage control activities and a very useful Rodent
Control Fund for that midwestern district.
Easy was physically but not mentally
handicapped.
He had a dry sense of humor. When YE ED moved into that office, he was
constantly being reminded of the good ol' days under his predecessor, Milt Caroline,
and extorted to do better.
It must have worked because my successor, Bill Gusey,
wrote that he was sick of being reminded about how good Fitzwater was. Thanx to
Frances Polston rtd. FWS, Lafayette, IN.
An old time trapper with the USFWS died 28 February 1985 - George Ward of Saguache,
CO.
George was also the 1979 NATIONAL TRAPPERS ASSOCIATION Trapper of the Year and
just one damn fine person. Most old timers will remember him. Thanx to Franklin
Anderson Ignacio, CO.

LEXBERS 1 0 I E ffiffi)
I was not too happy to see George's and your comments on the future of the NADCA. I
personally find the PROBE to be a very useful, informal newsletter and would be
willing to pay more in dues to keep it going. I intend to show up at the bored board
meeting and encourage you guys to hang on a while. I get the feeling a lot of FWS
people don't think they need professional (or otherwise) organizations or to keep up
with developments in their field once they leave school. A casual glance through The
Wildlife Society Directory indicates that a lot of FWS Refuge Managers and Research
Biologists are not dues paying members.
In the last issue you mentioned the NPIRS system. As you noted, it is not cheap but,
it is extremely useful if you need to refer frequently to pesticide information. In
the past the NPIRS information was available on microfiche from EPA, but this is
being phased out in favor of NPIRS which is faster, easier to use, and more
frequently updated.
The Department of Defense has available a Pesticide hotline.
Hopefully, they are going to sign a Memorandum of Understanding with Interior someday
to promote a closer working arrangement on problems of mutual interest. This phone
number is (301) 671-3773. (Rick didn't say whether you could use it ?)
Currently, I'm working on sparrows in buildings. In reviewing what you've written on
the subject, I notice you've cited some publications which may be hard to find
because of their antiquity (are you trying to tell me something ?). If I can't find
them and you have copies in your library could you arrange to get me copies ? (Yes,
but those papyrus rolls are hard to fit on a xerox machine.) Richard Griffiths
FWS, Port Deposit, MD.
YE ED wrote this to Jupe Means, New Mexican rancher:
Dear Jupe:
It hurts me more than it will you, but I can't accept this check unless
you know the facts. You have already signed up for 1985 with your check for $25. If
we had more supporters like you, we wouldn't be thinking of forgetting the whole
thing.
I appreciate your kind remarks about the PROBE as I usually hear from the
troops only when I make a boo-boo.
Dear YE ED: Now that I know the facts - I still want you to have the $100 to use as
you see fit. Good luck. Mrs. Jupe Means for Jupe.
As Ron would sou - - "That made mv COM!"
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I especially like the info on how to handle junk mail that has a postage return
envelope enclosed.
I look on it as whoever sent it felt it was important and just
remove my address label and return it (including their covering envelope) in their
prepaid envelope.
The post office needs the work and compensation for carting all
them causes.
My waste basket stays emptier. Maybe your way started the pet rock
craze. Fred Quast PCO Apollo, PA.
I can understand your concern over the lack of support by working members of the FWS
and livestock industry.
However, I think I can understand their positions. It's
difficult for an employee to belong to an organization that opposes the action of
their leadership or gives the appearance of supporting some of the goals of the
Association (transfer to USDA, direct opposition to some policy, to the budget, and
the selection of some employees to certain jobs). I believe the Association has been
and is right on the action they have taken which in turn has benefited these
employees, the Service, and the industry. I know from personal experience when I
took on the Directorate or the Secretary's Office on some ADC problems, I was looked
at with suspicion or even as a traitor or non-team player. (A number of times I told
them to either approve a program or face up to it and suggested the transfer to USDA.
At all times they agreed no one wanted them out of the FWS but only questioned the
proposal.) I could get away with it where most could not.
Livestock owners only support ADC programs when they are suffering damage or believe
they may.
Also killing animals is not popular leaving many of the industry pretty
much alone.
Many of the owners are satisfied with the present program or prefer to
do it themselves. I do not believe we will ever have a large representation from the
industry.
Now after all this I wish to encourage the Executive Committee to consider a
different organization or the same organization with different goals rather than
disband.
How about a fraternal, or an educational, organization that would keep the
membership together, keep them informed on new techniques, programs, meetings of
interest, congressional and state proposals, etc.
This would keep the cost of
lobbying down and travel would be in conjunction with other meetings or workshops.
Each member would let his conscience be his guide on action to support or not support
various proposals.
The Executive Committee would determine if we should keep the same name or change it
(Old
Yellow
Dogs) and make necessary changes in the by-laws.
Meetings or
get-togethers would be held in conjunction with other national or regional workshops.
These could be social or work meetings dependent upon the wishes of the members. The
present officers should be officers of the new (different) organization and replaced
under the same system as now used.
Keep the PROBE coming and, if necessary, raise the dues to keep Fitz happy. Don't
let him off the hook under any circumstances.. He does an excellent job and keeps us
informed and interested.
I belong to the WHOOPING CRANE CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, INC.. which has a smaller
membership but keeps their members informed.
We only do things as a group when
demands are such.
We could pattern NADCA after this. Some way we should carry on
the excellent and demanding job all of you have done to this point. Let's not stop
it now. W.O.Nelson, Jr. rtd. FWS, Twin Falls, ID

It comes to givirsis so^ve vecnle irill stov at nothi-na.
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MILD BQI8SES - IMPAXEBS" OTSflMf
Jake Park of Park City, MT was a little upset about the government spending $16.5
million to round up 17,000 head of wild horses in ten western states. He raises
registered quarterhorses and was quick to point out there was very little similarity
between those and the ones the government is rounding up, "They aren't even good
horses. They're a bunch of inbred cayuses. There's no brain. There's no athletic
ability.
When they appropriate that kind of money and the horse is only worth $30 on
the world market for dog food, it's pretty bad," he said.
"You think about all the grass those 60,000 head (estimated herd in the ten states)
are eating, and how much game you could raise...I can't afford to have them on my
place.
I don't see how the government can afford them on theirs...Now they're going
to adopt those horses out and people will think they're getting a good deal...why
people would want to have one of those horses to run over them, throw them, and kick
them in the teeth when they could have a good horse."
"Then they're going to gather them in a corral and feed them $100-a-ton hay at the
taxpayers' expense until someone comes along, pays his $125 and figures he's going to
get a good cheap horse.
All he's going to get is a cayuse...They ought to gather
them all up for dog food...They're going to spend $16.5 million to gather 17,000 head
($941.18/head), then they're thinking about freezing Social Security ? These cayuses
rate ahead of our old people. Besides, this is a continuous deal. They'll waste
money every year on no-good cayuses that are only good for dog food. And you wonder
why a man gets upset ?" BILLINGS GAZETTE 2/21/85
Another article on the problem in Wyoming which is under court order to remove the
horses and compensate private owners for forage used stated that adoption rules have
been eased recently (which I wasn't aware of) to sell 100 or more horses to one buyer
for $30 a head and some 'unadoptable' horses will be given to individuals for the
cost of shipping.
However federal law says they remain government property for one
year. That would be expensive dog food.
The breakdown on the Wild Horse and Burro Budget is Wyoming will get $1,923,000 to
capture 4,000 horses ($480.75/head) and Montana $168,000 to capture 35 horses in the
Pryor Mountains ($4800/head).
Talk about Dept. of Defense $600 toliet seats, the
budget items will turn your stomach.
$9,744,000 for adoption preparation, vet services, maintenance, feeding, and shipping
the horses.
$63,000 for title issuance after one year.
$1,000,000 for research by Natl. Acad. of Science.
$2,679,000 for capture and removal of horses from capture site.
$2,429,000 for administration and salaries.
$567,000 for herd monitoring and management of those left on the range.
$17,000 for counting the animals.
$18,000 for environmental assessments and Environmental Impact Statements.
$49,000 for water development for the horses left on the range.
$25,000 to destroy sick and lame horses captured. That adds up to $16.9 million
rather than $16.5 million, but I guess that's close enough for government work. AGRI
NEWS 2/8/85 Thanx for both articles to RDIII Norton Miner

QamAJLlng aioay the, /tent. morhe.y L& a moving
1MOKF AffBOUfT ATOT" T O

In response to Jack Berryman's (Internatl. Assn. F&W Agencies) objections to the
above shift on the grounds ADC • is a function of wildlife management, transfer to
Agriculture would result in a 'pest status' of animals to be controlled, and would
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upset cooperative agreements between State and Federal wildlife agencies. Senator
Symms replied: "You mentioned transferring the program would put Agriculture in the
wildlife management business.
This fear is rooted in the very problem caused by
Interior's jurisdiction of ADC.
The ADC Act of 1931 was enacted primarily for the
minimization of losses to Agriculture. Predator control is only part of the overall
program.
There are many ways of "reducing losses to livestock" that are livestock
management oriented, and have nothing to do with wildlife. By placing a Fish &
Wildlife agency in responsibility for the program, you limit its scope to only
wildlife management solutions. Such solutions are further restricted by conflicting
demands for conservation and endangered species protection. I do not believe that
'protection to farmers and stockmen' is best achieved when th solution is so narrowly
defined.
A broader approach by the Department of Agriculture would restore
effectiveness to the program without necessarily 'usurping' wildlife responsibilities
from Interior.
Damage control, rather than animal control, is what Congress desired
in 1931, and what is still in demand today."
The following letter was written to the President on 23 January 1985:
"We are writing to urge you to transfer the Animal Damage Control (ADC)
program from the Department of Interior to the Department of Agriculture.
As you know, the ADC Act of 1931 was designed to reduce agricultural losses
from predatory animals. As the chief advocate of the nation's farmers and
ranchers,
whose
livelihoods
depend on minimizing such losses, the
Department of Agriculture was directed to administer the program. In spite
of these objectives, however, in 1940 the Interior Department assumed
jurisdiction of ADC activities.
For decades, the agricultural sector has complained that animal damage
control has been suppressed and its effectiveness greatly reduced under
Interior's jurisdiction.
A review of the controversies surrounding ADC
indeed raises questions as to the purpose and direction of the program.
The Fish and Wildlife Service at Interior is primarily charged with
conservatrion and utilization of wildlife resources—the protection of
domestic livestock is often at odds with that charge. In response to this
incomparibility
with
overall
Department
goals,
numerous
bills,
Congressional hearings, and Members of Congress have endorsed the return of
ADC to the DA.
We believe that the interdepartmental transfer of the ADC program could be
made without Congressional action.
The Reorganization Plan of 1939 is
often cited as the law that transferred ADC to interior. In truth,
although the 1939 Act does transfer the Bureau of Biological Survey, it
does not mention a relocation of ADC. (Quotes President Roosevelt's
comments as reported in the PROBE #49, pg 1 ) .
Congress enacted the Reorganization Plan, assuming that it would be
implemented according to the President's announced intentions. In short,
to
the best of our knowledge, neither statute nor executive order
specifically establishes the Department of Interior's responsibility for
the ADC Program. This has obviously contributed to the program's currently
unclear purpose and direction.
Consequently, we respectfully urge you to restore
Secretary of Agriculture to whom it was originally
will not only better comply with congressional
provide much needed relief to our nation's struggling

the ADC program to the
assigned. Such a move
intent, but will also
agricultural sector.
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Signed by the following Senators:
P.V.Domenici, NM
L.M.Bentsen, TX
S. Symms, ID
J.A.McClure, ID
P. Laxalt, NV
J.A.Helms, NC
Jo Gam, UT
E.Zorinsky, NE
O.G.Hatch, UT
S.M.Matsunaga, HI
M. Bacus, MT
J. Melcher, MT
M.Wailop, WY
L. Pressler, SD
D.L.Boren, OK
M.Andrews, ND
J.Abdnor, SD
C.Hecht, NV
D.Nickles, OK
P.Wilson, CA
In another letter (6 March 1985) Senator Symms sums up what has been done:
"The transfer of the Animal Damage Control (ADC) program from the USDI to USDA has
been a major political issue for over 20 years now. This year, however, we may be
closer than ever before:
12//27/84: My Washington staff concluded research indicating that authority to
conduct animal damage control currently resides in the USDA. Research was submitted
to the USDA Office of General Counsel.
1/10/85: Senator Max Bacus (MT) and I urged Interior Secretary Clark to review the
advisability of transferring the ADC program.
1/23/85: In a letter to President Reagan, 19 of my colleagues joined me in urging
Administrative action to relocate the program (see above).
2/4/85: In response to Congressional inquiries, Secretary Clark announced, 'During my
15 months as Secretary of Interior, I have given much thought to ADC and have
concluded that I personally support its transfer to Agriculture.1
2/5/85: Official correspondence from the White House requested that Interior and
Agriculture address the concerns raised by Congress.
Most recently, 19 additional Senators joined me in a letter to Secretary Don Hodel,
confirming the views expressed earlier to the President."
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